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Scripting via an application programming interface (API) allows inspectors to 
acquire underwater video and images independently from a remote control 
system by autonomously controlling camera functions. In order to accomplish 
this, a camera with an embedded CPU and GPU hosts and executes the scripts, 
running separately from any other system by managing complex workflows, 
analyzing results, and reacting accordingly. 

Traditional camera systems require multiple components and video distribution 
networks to gather underwater data. Before now, there have been no 
underwater-specific embedded imaging device products available on the 
market to replace this process. Scripting allows the camera to operate 
autonomously without requiring an additional computer to send commands to 
and conduct scheduling. Because of this, a separate shoreside computer that is 
running Python, or similar scripts, is not required in order to communicate with 
the camera via its API. By integrating a scripting feature into a 
software-defined camera, the sensor payload is greatly reduced.

What is Scripting?

For research purposes, and in preparation for working with the University of 
Washington on the Ocean Observatories Initiative, multiple scripting tests were 
conducted. A time-lapse script, written to take photos and record 4K video, was 
tested on a parallel set up for one week. The scripts were then updated on the 
University of Washington’s observatory camera setup where the same results 
were produced. 

Along with ocean observatories, there are many other applications where 
scripting is beneficial. An example of such an application would be a 
month-long stop-motion study of subsea geology where a script could be 
created to put the camera in hibernate mode in order to enhance long 
durations and battery operation.

Why Script?

The Use of Open Source Scripting 
to Reduce Autunomous System 

Complexity and Cost

Scirpting removes the 
complexity of multiple systems 

and high costs associated. 

This allows for unique and 
flexible autonomous vision 
applications, an increase in 
underwater research, and 

discoveries is highly probable.

Key Features
- 21MP digital stills (JPEG and RAW) with LED strobe synchronization
- 4K and HD video clips stored to 512GB solid state memory
- Scripting using SubC open-source API

Seeing is Believing
In 2018, SubC provided the University of Washington one Rayfin camera, 
two LEDs and one laser to support the objectives of the Ocean Observatories 
Initiative (OOI) Cabled Array.

Quick setup with plug-and-play components 
- Multiple aux ports on the back of the camera
- Connect LEDs, lasers and even pan-tilts
- Cables that go from the camera to components are provided

Proven solutions used in many studies and publications
Acid Horizon follows marine ecologist Dr. Erik Cordes on a deep-sea expedition 
to track down the “supercoral”, a strain of deepwater coral.

SubC cameras were used to record specific portions of the film, integrated into 
other systems and an Alvin HOV.

Axial Seamount - Wired and Restless: A Cabled Submarine Network Enables 
Real-time, Tracking of a Mid-Ocean Ridge Eruption and Live Video of an Active 
Hydrothermal System Juan de Fuca Ridge, NE Pacific.

Observatory Solution

Key Features
- 21MP digital stills (JPEG and RAW) with LED strobe synchronization
- 4K and HD video clips stored to 512GB solid state memory
- Scripting using SubC open-source API
- SubC Battery has a magnetic switch to conveniently start scripted cycles
- Ethernet video, control and fast media download

Quick setup with plug and play components 
- Two aux ports on the back of the camera
- Connect one or two LED strobe/lamps for illumination
- Multiple laser options: parallel dot, line or grid
- Comes with cables to go from camera to components

Coming soon
- Video, image and data time-stamped events with report generation
- Low-power hibernation mode for long hibernation cycles

Selective Fishing for White Hake Using Newfoundland and Norwegian Style 
Pots: This study utilized SubC cameras, batteries and far-red LEDs to capture 
footage of species in a more natural state. Deepwater species lack red cones in 
their eyes. 

Battery Powered Solution

Scientific papers published by the ONC research community described periods 
in Barkley Canyon when crabs are more abundant, and even dominate the rest 
of the fauna. But never before had it been captured visually with such 
extremely high numbers of one particular species: the grooved Tanner crab.

First estimates of Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) local abundances 
in Arctic waters: A SubC smart camera and LED were included in a 
Marine Institute study of one of the longest living species of shark.


